
The Best Form For Any Function

R E S I D E N T I A L

ECO-BLOCK



Simpler. Faster. Better.



ECO-Block Insulating Concrete Forms (ICFs) represent the superior way

to build a home. ICF construction is simpler and easier to install than

traditional wood-frame methods. ICF construction is faster, taking less

time with fewer people. And it’s better, because ICFs make your home

vastly more energy efficient. Stronger. Quieter. Resistant to fire, moisture,

mold and the elements. With a positive ecological impact.



Simpler.

ECO BLOCK SYSTEM

OTHER ICF SYSTEMS

ECO-Block offers

more stability than

the other ICFs.
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VERSATILE

ECO-Block

offers unlimited

flexibility. You

can easily

form curves,

contours,

arches and

windows.

he state-of-the-art method of home

construction is also the simplest. ECO-

Block insulating concrete forms are EPS

(expanded polystyrene) panels that easily snap

together to create walls of virtually any thickness,

from 4" on up in 2" increments. The space

between the panels is filled with concrete that

cures and hardens into a monolithic, reinforced

concrete wall of incredible strength. The panels,

which remain in place, add to the concrete’s

superior thermal mass, providing energy savings

of up to 50%.

THE BEST FORM FOR ANY FUNCTION.

There are no limits to what can be done with

ECO-Block ICFs. Home design is wide open.

Choose walls of any thickness, of any contour

or shape, that can be engineered to any seismic

or wind-load requirements. Choose any exterior

or interior finish you want. Simply put, ECO-

Block gives you ultimate flexibility.

Form walls 4" thick and greater
in 2" increments.

Create any shape or contour
to fit any home design.

Apply any exterior or interior finish.

Reinforced, monolithic concrete core
is stronger and more energy-efficient.

Concrete walls create a solid weather
and moisture barrier.

T

Monolithic ICF
ECO-Block’s solid, monolithic

concrete core is stronger than

other building systems and

provides a greater thermal

mass, significantly increasing

energy efficiency.



         Designing with ECO-Block ICFs is

easier than masonry units. You don’t have

to be so stringent with the dimensions —

because you can cut it anywhere.

 — Mark Kinghorn, Architect

Kinghorn Architects

Pocatello, Idaho



EASY ELECTRICAL

EASY PLUMBING EASY WINDOWS

CUTS EASILY

ECO-Block panels cut easily, minimizing 
waste and maximizing scrap usage.

Window and door openings are a cinch
with ECO-Block.

Walls of any size are assembled quickly 
with easy-to-snap-in connectors.

Electrical and plumbing holes are cut
fast and easily.



Faster.
he qualities that make ECO-Block ICF

construction simpler also make it faster

than traditional wood-frame construction,

saving time and labor costs. ECO-Block’s

system of latching connectors snaps in quickly,

so ICF panels are joined together fast — and

the job is done sooner. Only one construction

crew is needed to get the job done, instead of

the typical three.

THE INNOVATIVE WAY TO BUILD.

Not only do the walls go up fast, so do

window and door openings, outlets and holes

for electrical and plumbing installations. The

ECO-Block ICF system makes installing

window and door openings fast and simple

through ECO-Buck, our field-engineered PVC

buck system. And outlets and holes are cut

fast and easily. All you need is a saw.

T
Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) and high-density plastic 45° and 90° corner panels

EPS brick ledge panels          EPS and high-density plastic side panels with

integrated attachment points         High-density plastic web and connector elements

45° and 90° panel connectors          Buck system for windows and doorways
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The Universal Buck PVC buck system for window

and door frames resists warping, moisture and

insects. Doors and windows are assembled quickly

and easily for walls 4" thick and up in 2" increments.



Better.
CO-Block ICF construction is simpler

and faster than wood-frame construction.

But it’s more than that, too. It’s the better

way to build, period. Energy savings generated

by an ECO-Block home are enormous. ICF

walls drastically reduce noise transmission. ICF

walls resist moisture and will not support the

growth of mold or mildew. ICF-built homes stand

strong against the wind and weather and will

not warp and twist over time. And ECO-Block

homes can have up to a four-hour Fire Resistive

Rating. It’s no wonder that ICF homeowners

benefit from higher resale values. And in many

cases, ICF homeowners qualify for discounts

on their disaster and fire insurance.

E DRAMATIC ENERGY SAVINGS.
With an ICF home, homeowners can

save significantly on energy costs. And

the energy savings continue for the life

of the building. It’s all because of the

concrete’s thermal mass. Insulating

concrete forms reduce the amount of

energy transfer between the inside and

the outside. You stay cool in summer

and warm in the winter. You don’t feel

drafts. And while the cost of ICF

construction may be slightly higher than

traditional wood construction, the long-

term savings of ICFs are substantial.

Strong — Concrete stands firm
against wind and weather.

Energy-Efficient — Save on energy
costs throughout the life of the home.

Quiet — The insulated concrete of ECO-
Block walls significantly reduces noise.

Stable — Concrete will not warp
or twist over time.

Comfortable  — ICF walls eliminate
drafts and temperature fluctuation.

Healthy — ICFs emit no harmful gases
and will not support the growth of mold
or mildew.

Class A Fire Rating — Fire will not
spread through solid monolithic concrete.

         ECO-Block homes can be exactly what

their owners want them to be. Consumers are

only limited by their imagination.

— Dave Bauder

Dowco Construction Ltd.

Burnaby, British Columbia



The ECO-Block wall acts as an

energy reservoir that reduces

temperature fluctuations and energy

transfer. Because of their high thermal

mass, ECO-Block walls provide

energy efficiency equivalent to a

wood-frame wall of R-40, to as high

as R-50, depending on your

geographical location.

BUILT TO LAST.
The benefits of ECO-Block

ICF construction last for the

lifetime of the home. The energy

savings do not diminish. The

forms do not twist or warp.

Your ECO-Block home stands

strong, decade after decade.
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Ecological.
Our name says it all. ECO-Block is an

ecologically sound building system. The

energy savings alone are significant, resulting

in fewer natural resources consumed. Much less

energy is required for heating, ventilation and air

conditioning. This is why ECO-Block homes have

been rated as Energy Star Homes by the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This qualifies

some home buyers for the FHA’s Energy-Efficient

Mortgage Program.

GREEN MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING.

From the initial manufacturing of our ICF product to

the finished structure, ECO-Block treads lightly on

the environment. No CFCs, HCFCs or other ozone

depleting substances are used or released.

Manufacturing and construction waste is minimal.

Plus, ECO-Block forms are 50% more efficient to

ship and handle than other ICFs.

O

A 2,000-square-foot-

home, built with

ECO-Block ICFs, will

save about 47 trees.

Reduces energy costs.

Energy Star Home rating.

Qualifies for Energy-Efficient Mortgages.

Improves Indoor Air Quality (IAQ).

Reduces mold problems.

SAVES ENERGY REDUCES NOISE RECYCLED CONTENT



ECO-BLOCKECO-BLOCK

ECO-Block LLC, Canada

10 Pacific Court, Unit 6

London, ON N5V 3K4

800-479-1066

ECO-Block LLC, USA

11220 Grader Street, Suite 700

Dallas, TX 75238 

800-595-0820

ECO-Block Australia Pty. Ltd.

37 Seaside Drive

The Highland, Pacific Harbour

Bribie Island, QLD 4507

61-800-669-696

The Best Form for Any Function

It’s faster than the rest, requiring less

time for each job and keeping more

money in your pocket. For more

information call or visit our website

at www.eco-block.com or

www.eco-blockaustralia.com.au.


